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Love Irresistibly Aug 23 2019 From the New York Times bestselling Julie James--a smart, sexy novel that brings
together a former football star turned prosecutor and a beautiful restaurant executive who's been burned one too
many times by romance. For fans of Susan Mallery and Rachel Gibson. HE’S USED TO GETTING WHAT HE
WANTS... A former football star and one of Chicago’s top prosecutors, Assistant U.S. Attorney Cade Morgan will
do anything to nail a corrupt state senator, which means he needs Brooke Parker’s help. As general counsel for a
restaurant company, she can get a bug to the senator’s table at one of her five-star restaurants so the FBI can
eavesdrop on him. All Cade has to do is convince Brooke to cooperate—and he’s not afraid to use a little charm, or
the power of his office, to do just that. AND WHAT HE WANTS IS HER A savvy businesswoman, Brooke knows
she needs to play ball with the U.S. Attorney’s office—even if it means working with Cade. No doubt there’s a
sizzling attraction beneath all their sarcastic quips, but Brooke is determined to keep things casual. Cade
agrees—until a surprising turn of events throws his life into turmoil, and he realizes that he wants more than just a
good time from the one woman with whom he could fall terrifyingly, irresistibly in love. . .
Swoon: Great Seducers and Why Women Love Them Oct 05 2020 Casanovas: where are those great romancers of
women? In Swoon, Betsy Prioleau gives us a smart, entertaining study of ladies' men, demystifying their character,
seductive secrets, and killer charm. Combining history, science, culture, and colorful contemporary research,
Prioleau gives us a portrait of the successful seducer that explodes every stereotype and shatters every cliché. Instead
of a satanic rake, slick player, or rich, handsome powerbroker, he's an unlikely, often homely Romeo who cares
about women and understands what they want. Through analyses of history's legendary lovers and interviews with
today's heartthrobs, Prioleau uncovers the surprising seductive secrets that really rock female hearts, from unfeigned
ardor to conversational flair. In doing so, she destroys the pick-up artists' advice of such books as The Game.
Finally, Prioleau critiques the twenty-first-century sexual malaise, especially women's record discontent with men,
and argues that it's high time to retrieve and celebrate the great seducer.
Slow Waltz in Cedar Bend Jul 14 2021 The author of the phenomenal New York Times bestseller The Bridges of
Madison County once again brings characters and situations with his special blend of lyricism and magic. This is a
bittersweet story about two good people who discover that true love, when it comes, is rarely fair, or right--or
without pain.
Dream A Little Dream Apr 30 2020 'Funny, charming and un-put-downable' Susan Mallery Rachel Stone's bad luck
has taken a turn for the worse. With an empty wallet, a car's that's spilling smoke and a five-year-old son to support,
she's come home to a town that hates her. But this determined young widow with a scandalous past has learned how

to be a fighter. And she'll do anything to keep her child safe . . . Gabe Bonner has just about survived the loss of his
wife and child. Now all he wants is to be left alone, especially by the beautiful outcast who's invaded his property.
Rachel has a ton of attitude, a talent for trouble and a child who brings back painful memories. Yet this woman with
nothing left to lose might just be the one person strong enough to teach a tough, stubborn man how to love again.
Praise for Susan Elizabeth Phillips: 'Fall into the addictive voice of Susan Elizabeth Phillips - compulsively readable
and deeply satisfying!' Robyn Carr 'I always laugh my head off when I read Susan Elizabeth Phillips' novels. She
never fails to leave a smile on my face' Catherine Coulter 'I love Susan Elizabeth Phillips' books. Her writing is
infused with intense emotion, sharp characterization, subtle wit and a rare energy that is absolutely irresistible. When
I open one of her books I know I'm in for an exhilarating ride. This is women's fiction at its best' Jayne Ann Krentz
Glitter Baby Jan 08 2021 Welcome to the world of the Glitter Baby Fleur Savagar is the most beautiful woman in
the world . . . to everyone but herself. With her oversized hands and paddle-boat feet, her streaky blond hair and
funny green eyes, she lives a life filled with secrets that began before she was born. That was when her bewitching
mother left home to find James Dean and met Errol Flynn instead. Now Fleur has to grow up quickly, and life won't
make that easy. Jake Koranda is both New York's most brilliant playwright and Hollywood's hottest actor. Difficult,
talented, and tormented, he has no patience for international glamour girls, not even ones with beautiful bodies and
smart-aleck mouths. But there's more to the Glitter Baby than shine, and Fleur's tougher than Jake expects. Even
with the odds stacked against her, she's fiercely determined to discover the woman she's destined to be. An ugly
duckling who can't believe she's turned into a swan . . . A tough-guy movie star with a haunted past . . . In a land of
broken dreams, can two unlikely lovers trust their hearts?
The Sweetest Thing Dec 07 2020 #1 NYT Bestselling Author Barbara Freethy delivers an emotional and poignant
story with touches of humor and a cast of quirky, lovable characters. A touch of mysticism adds an extra layer to this
story of love and family. Alone in the world, Faith Christopher had always yearned for love ... and a man who'd
make her heart pound. But her dreams of a place to call home were getting harder to hold on to ... Alex Carrigan
liked fast cars, fast women and fast deals - then a tough-talking teenager arrived on his doorstep claiming she was
his long-lost daughter, and his meddling grandfather decided to move in. Suddenly, Alex has to face the family he
never expected. Enter Faith. Little did the outspoken and beautiful baker know that deep inside Alex was a well of
tenderness ... and that she might have the recipe to bring him true love - the sweetest thing life has to offer.
Private Arrangements Nov 18 2021 Love has designs of its own.… To all of London society, Lord and Lady
Tremaine had the ideal arrangement: a marriage based on civility, courteousness, and freedom—by all accounts, a
perfect marriage. The reason? For the last ten years, husband and wife have resided on separate continents. But once
upon a time, things were quite different for the Tremaines….When Gigi Rowland first laid eyes on Camden
Saybrook, the attraction was immediate and overwhelming. But what began in a spark of passion ended in betrayal
the morning after their wedding—and now Gigi wants to be free to marry again. When Camden returns from
America with an outrageous demand in exchange for her freedom, Gigi’s decision will have consequences she never
imagined, as secrets are exposed, desire is rekindled—and one of London’s most admired couples must either fall in
love all over again…or let each other go forever.
Bet Me Jul 22 2019 Unlikely lovers Min Dobbs and Cal Morrisey agree not to pursue a relationship after one date,
but they are thrown together again as they deal with a jealous ex-boyfriend, a determined psychologist, and a
bizarrely intelligent cat.
Dance Away with Me Dec 19 2021 At long last, the legendary New York Times bestselling author returns with a
heartfelt novel of womanhood, a wild heart, and the healing power of love. Run, run, as fast as you can! When life
throws her one setback too many, midwife and young widow Tess Hartsong takes off for Runaway Mountain. In this
small town high in the Tennessee mountains, surrounded by nature, she hopes to outrun her heartbreak and find the
solace she needs to heal. But instead of peace and quiet, she encounters an enigmatic artist with a craving for
solitude, a fairy-tale sprite with too many secrets, a helpless infant, a passel of curious teens, and a town suspicious
of outsiders, especially one as headstrong as Tess. Just as headstrong is Ian North, a difficult, gifted man with a
tortured soul—a man who makes Tess question everything. In running away to this new life, Tess wonders— Has
she lost herself . . . or has she found her future?
Natural Born Charmer Sep 28 2022 Taking to the road between seasons, attractive Chicago Stars quarterback Dean
Robillard meets the beautiful and infuriating Blue under unusual circumstances and draws on his competitive skills
to overcome her wariness of relationships. 250,000 first printing.
Mr. Impossible May 12 2021 Blame it on the Egyptian sun or the desert heat, but as tensions flare between a
reckless rogue and beautiful scholar en route to foil a kidnapping, so does love, in the most uninhibited and
impossibly delightful ways.
The Great Escape Feb 09 2021 Perennial New York Times bestselling author Susan Elizabeth Phillips now
provides her fans with The Great Escape from ordinary women’s romantic fiction, featuring some of Phillips's most
adored characters, including Ted Beaudine and Lucy Jorik. Lucy Jorik is a champ at not embarrassing her

family—not surprising since her mother is one of the most famous women in the world. But now Lucy has done just
that. Instead of saying "I do" to the most perfect man she's ever known, Lucy flees the church and hitches a ride on
the back of a beat-up motorcycle with a rough-looking stranger who couldn't be more foreign to her privileged
existence. At his beach house on a Great Lakes island, Lucy hopes to find a new direction . . . and unlock the secrets
of a man who reveals nothing about himself. But as the hot summer days unfold amid scented breezes and sudden
storms, she discovers a passion that could change her life forever.
Honey Moon Jul 02 2020 A New York Times Bestselling AuthorShe has a crazy name, a heart full of hope, and a
passion for making dreams come true. . . . Honey Jane Moon was a South Carolina orphan, discovered by
Hollywood and made into a child star. Now she's all grown up, but her life is still a dramatic roller coaster. Two men
know how fiercely she lives and loves. But what Honey wants most of all is the family she never had . . .
This Heart of Mine May 24 2022 New York Times bestselling author Susan Elizabeth Phillips magic is vibrantly
alive, and it's on display in This Heart of Mine, the fifth book in her wildly popular Chicago Stars series! Molly
Somerville loves her career as the creator of the Daphne the Bunny children's book series, but the rest of her life
could use some improvement. She has a reputation for trouble that started even before she gave away her fifteenmillion-dollar inheritance. Then there's her long-term crush on the quarterback for the Chicago Stars football team
her sister owns—that awful, gorgeous Kevin Tucker, a man who can't even remember Molly's name! One night
Kevin barges into Molly's not-quite-perfect life and turns it upside down. Unfortunately, the Ferrari-driving riving,
poodle-hating jock isn't as shallow as she wishes he were, and she soon finds herself at a place called Wind Lake.
Surrounded by paintbox cottages, including a charming old bed-and-breakfast, Molly and Kevin battle their
attraction and each other as they face one of life's most important lessons. Sometimes love hurts, sometimes it makes
you mad as hell, and sometimes—if you're lucky—it can heal in a most unexpected way.
Cilla Lee-Jenkins: Future Author Extraordinaire Oct 25 2019 Introducing Cilla Lee-Jenkins: 50% Chinese, 50%
Caucasian, and 100% destined to become a future author extraordinaire!
Dream a Little Dream Mar 22 2022 A Desperate Young Mother Rachel Stone's bad luck has taken a turn for the
worse. With an empty wallet, a car's that's spilling smoke, and a five-year-old son to support, she's come home to a
town that hates her. But this determined young widow with a scandalous past has learned how to be a fighter. And
she'll do anything to keep her child safe—even take on. . . A man With No Heart Gabe Bonner wants to be left
alone, especially by the beautiful outcast who's invaded his property. She has a ton of attitude, a talent for trouble,
and a child who brings back bad memories. Yet Rachel's feisty spirit might just be heaven-sent to save a tough,
stubborn man. Dare To Dream Welcome to Salvation, North Carolina—where a man who's forgotten what
tenderness means meets a woman with nothing to lose. here two endearing lovers will set off on a funny, touching
journey of the heart. . .to a place where dreams just might come true.
What I Did for Love Jan 28 2020 When actress Georgie York's film career hits rock bottom along with her
marriage, the paparazzi has a field day with her misfortune, which is only complicated by the reappearance of her
sexy, unscrupulous former costar, Bramwell Shepard.
Natural Born Charmer Oct 29 2022 Chicago Stars quarterback Dean Robillard is the luckiest man in the world: a
bona-fide sports superstar and the pride of the NFL with a profitable side career as a buff billboard model for End
Zone underwear. But life in the glory lane has started to pale, and Dean has set off on a cross-country trip to figure
out what's gone wrong. When he hits a lonely stretch of Colorado highway, he spies something that will shake up his
gilded life in ways he can't imagine. A young woman . . . dressed in a beaver suit. Blue Bailey is on a mission to
murder her ex. Or at least inflict serious damage. As for the beaver suit she's wearing . . . Is it her fault that life keeps
throwing her curveballs? Witness the expensive black sports car pulling up next to her on the highway and the Greek
god stepping out of it. Blue's career as a portrait painter is the perfect job for someone who refuses to stay in one
place for very long. She needs a ride, and America's most famous football player has an imposing set of wheels.
Now, all she has to do is keep him entertained, off guard, and fully clothed before he figures out exactly how
desperate she is. But Dean isn't the brainless jock she imagines, and Blue—despite her petite stature—is just about
the toughest woman Dean has ever met. They're soon heading for his summer home where their already complicated
lives and inconvenient attraction to each other will become entangled with a charismatic but aging rock star; a
beautiful fifty-two-year-old woman trying to make peace with her rock and roll past; an eleven-year-old who
desperately needs a family; and a bitter old woman who hates them all. As the summer progresses, the wandering
portrait artist and the charming football star play a high-stakes game, fighting themselves and each other for a
chance to have it all. Natural Born Charmer is for everyone who's ever thought about leaving their old life in the dust
and never looking back. New York Times bestselling author Susan Elizabeth Phillips takes us home again . . . and
shows us where love truly lives
Heroes Are My Weakness Dec 27 2019 New York Times bestselling author Susan Elizabeth Phillips is back with a
delightful novel filled with her sassy wit and dazzling charm. He's a reclusive writer whose imagination creates
chilling horror novels. She's a down-on-her-luck actress reduced to staging kids' puppet shows. He knows a dozen

ways to kill his characters with his bare hands. She knows a dozen ways to kill an audience with laughs. But she's
not laughing now. Annie Hewitt has arrived on Peregrine Island in the middle of a snowstorm and at the end of her
resources. She's broke, dispirited, but not quite ready to give up. Her red suitcases hold the puppets she uses to make
her living: sensible Dilly, spunky Scamp, and Leo, the baddest of bad guys. Her puppets, the romantic novels she
loves, and a little bit of courage are all she has left. Annie couldn't be more ill prepared for what she finds when she
reaches Moonraker Cottage or for the man who dwells in Harp House, the mysterious mansion that hovers above the
cottage. When she was a teenager, he betrayed her in a way she can never forget or forgive. Now they're trapped
together on a frozen island along with a lonely widow, a mute little girl, and townspeople who don't know how to
mind their own business. Is he the villain she remembers, or has he changed? Her head says no. Her heart says yes.
It's going to be a long, hot winter.
First Star I See Tonight Feb 21 2022 A no-nonsense sports hero and a feisty female detective go head-to-head in this
funny, fresh, seductive novel from the award winning NYT bestselling author known for her unforgettable
characters, heartfelt emotion, and laugh out loud humor. He's the former quarterback of the Chicago Stars football
team. She’s trying to make a success of her very own detective agency. Her first job? Follow him. Let's just say it's
not going well. Not well at all…. Piper Dove is a woman with a dream—to become the best detective in the city of
Chicago. First job? Trail former Chicago Stars quarterback, Cooper Graham. The problem? Graham’s spotted her,
and he’s not happy. Which is why a great detective needs a first rate imagination. “The fact is . . . I’m your stalker.
Not full-out barmy. Just . . . mildly unhinged.” Piper soon finds herself working for Graham himself, although not as
the bodyguard he refuses to admit he so desperately needs. Instead, he’s hired her to keep an eye on the employees at
his exclusive new nightclub. But Coop’s life might be in danger, and Piper’s determined to protect him, whether he
wants it or not. (Hint: Not!) If only she weren’t also dealing with a bevy of Middle Eastern princesses, a Pakistani
servant girl yearning for freedom, a teenager who just wants to fit in, and an elderly neighbor demanding that Piper
find her very dead husband. And then there’s Cooper Graham,, a legendary sports hero who always gets what he
wants—even if what he wants just might be an intrepid detective hell bent on proving she’s as tough as he is. From
the bustling streets of Chicago to a windswept lighthouse on Lake Superior to the glistening waters of Biscayne Bay,
two people who can’t stand to lose will test themselves and each other to discover what matters most.
Orientalism Sep 04 2020 More than three decades after its first publication, Edward Said's groundbreaking critique
of the West's historical, cultural, and political perceptions of the East has become a modern classic. In this wideranging, intellectually vigorous study, Said traces the origins of "orientalism" to the centuries-long period during
which Europe dominated the Middle and Near East and, from its position of power, defined "the orient" simply as
"other than" the occident. This entrenched view continues to dominate western ideas and, because it does not allow
the East to represent itself, prevents true understanding. Essential, and still eye-opening, Orientalism remains one of
the most important books written about our divided world.
When Stars Collide Jul 26 2022 #1 New York Times bestseller Susan Elizabeth Phillips returns to her beloved
Chicago Stars series with a romance between a Chicago Stars quarterback and one of the world’s greatest opera
singers—and a major diva. “Re-entering the world of the Chicago Stars is like a beloved friend come to call.” — #1
New York Times bestselling author Robyn Carr Thaddeus Walker Bowman Owens, the backup quarterback for the
Chicago Stars, is a team player, talented sideline coach, occasional male underwear model, and a man with a low
tolerance for Divas. Olivia Shore, international opera superstar, is a driven diva with a passion for perfection, a
craving for justice, too many secrets—and a monumental grudge against the egotistical, lowbrow jock she’s been
stuck with. It’s Mozart meets Monday Night Football as the temperamental soprano and stubborn jock embark on a
nationwide tour promoting a luxury watch brand. Along the way, the combatants will engage in soul-searching and
trash talk, backstage drama and, for sure, a quarterback pass. But they’ll also face trouble as threatening letters,
haunting photographs, and a series of dangerous encounters complicate their lives. Is it the work of an overzealous
fan or something more sinister? This is the emotional journey of a brilliant woman whose career is everything and a
talented man who’ll never be happy with second place. Tender and funny, passionate and insightful, this irresistible
romantic adventure proves that anything can happen…when two superstars collide.
Heaven, Texas Apr 23 2022 All hell breaks loose when two unforgettable people discover love, laughter, passion —
and a match that can only be made in Heaven. Come heck or high water, Gracie Snow is determined to drag the
legendary ex-jock Bobby Tom Denton back home to Heaven, Texas, to begin shooting his first motion picture.
Despite his dazzling good looks and killer charm, Bobby Tom has reservations about being a movie star — and no
plans to cooperate with a prim and bossy Ohio wallflower whom he can’t get off his mind or out of his life. Instead,
the hell-raising playboy decides to make her over from plain Jane to Texas wildcat. But nothing’s more dangerous
than a wildcat with an angel’s heart in a town too small for a bad boy to hide.
MUTTS' Shelter Stories Aug 03 2020 Pairs "Shelter Stories" comic strips with real-life testimonials of pet owners
who have rescued their pets from animal shelters, and includes an authoritative adoption guide that encourages
readers to adopt from shelters.

An Affair to Remember Apr 11 2021 An arrogant earl looking for the perfect wife; a strong-minded governess
determined to transform him into the perfect man--who will win?
It Had to Be You Jun 25 2022 The Windy City isn't quite ready for Phoebe Somerville—the outrageous, curvaceous
New York knockout who has just inherited the Chicago Stars football team. And Phoebe is definitely not ready for
the Stars' head coach, former gridiron legend Dan Calebow, a sexist jock taskmaster with a one-track mind. Calebow
is everything Phoebe abhors. And the sexy new boss is everything Dan despises—a meddling bimbo who doesn't
know a pigskin from a pitcher's mound. So why is Dan drawn to the shameless sexpot like a heat-seeking missile?
And why does the coach's good ol' boy charm leave cosmopolitan Phoebe feeling awkward, tongue-tied . . . and
ready to fight? The sexy, heartwarming, and hilarious "prequel" to This Heart of Mine—Susan Elizabeth Phillips's
New York Times bestselling blockbuster—It Had To Be You is an enchanting story of two stubborn people who
believe in playing for keeps.
California Girls Jun 01 2020 The California sunshine’s not quite so bright for three sisters who get dumped in the
same week… Finola, a popular LA morning-show host, is famously upbeat until she’s blindsided on live TV by the
news that her husband is sleeping with a young pop sensation who has set their affair to music. While avoiding the
tabloids and pretending she’s just fine, she’s crumbling inside, desperate for him to come to his senses and for life to
go back to normal. Zennie’s breakup is no big loss. Although the world insists she pair up, she’d rather be surfing.
So agreeing to be the surrogate for her best friend is a no-brainer—after all, she has an available womb and no other
attachments to worry about. Except…when everyone else, including her big sister, thinks she’s making a huge
mistake, being pregnant is a lot lonelier—and more complicated—than she imagined. Never the tallest, thinnest or
prettiest sister, Ali is used to being overlooked, but when her fiancé sends his disapproving brother to call off the
wedding, it’s a new low. And yet Daniel continues to turn up “for support,” making Ali wonder if maybe—for
once—someone sees her in a way no one ever has. But side by side by side, these sisters will start over and rebuild
their lives with all the affection, charm and laugh-out-loud humor that is classic Susan Mallery. Don’t miss Home
Sweet Christmas, a witty and heartfelt story of two friends who unexpectedly find the person-and the place in whichthey belong this Christmas by #1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Mallery!
Nobody's Baby But Mine Jan 20 2022 “Outrageous, heartwarming, wonderfully sensual…I loved it!” —Jayne Anne
Krentz “For sheer fun, nobody beats Nobody’s Baby But Mine.” —Detroit Free Press The Minneapolis Star-Tribune
writes, “Next to Tracy and Hepburn, no one does romantic comedy better than Susan Elizabeth Phillips.” For proof,
you need to look no further than Nobody’s Baby But Mine. This classic comic love story from perennial New York
Times bestseller Phillips unites a beautiful, brainy scientist desperate to be a mom with a brawny, smoking hot jock
who, though handsome enough to father her child, is nowhere near as stupid as she wants her baby’s daddy to be.
Emily Giffin, Jane Green, and Rachel Gibson fans take note: when it comes to delivering delightfully funny,
supremely sexy contemporary women’s fiction, nobody but nobody is better than Susan Elizabeth Phillips.
Beach Girls Jun 13 2021 Luanne Rice is a rarity among novelists today; she's a true storyteller. Her unique ability to
weave together the bonds of love and family with the challenges and rewards of everyday life has garnered her eight
consecutive top-ten New York Times bestselling paperbacks. With Beach Girls, Luanne Rice returns to the place
that she was born to write about—the Connecticut shore—to tell a story about a family of women whose lives
encompass three generations, their histories intertwined with that of the mystic coastal town that has forever bound
them to one another. Beach Girls explores the complex and contradictory territories of love, family and friendship.
Luanne Rice's sensuous prose and unforgettably rich and textured characters guide us toward a truth that lies within
and sometimes beyond our dreams—an enduring strength that we all must embrace to find our way home and into
the hearts of those we cherish most. Beach Girls is an enthralling novel of haunting beauty that will resonate long
after the final page is turned.
Ain't She Sweet? Feb 27 2020 The girl everybody loves to hate has returned to the town she'd sworn to leave
behind forever. As the rich, spoiled princess of Parrish, Mississippi, Sugar Beth Carey had broken hearts, ruined
friendships, and destroyed reputations. But fifteen years have passed, now she's come home -- broke, desperate, and
too proud to show it. The people of Parrish don't believe in forgive and forget. When the Seawillows, Sugar Beth's
former girlfriends, get the chance to turn the tables on her, they don't hesitate. And Winnie Davis, Sugar Beth's most
bitter enemy, intends to humiliate her in the worst possible way. Then there's Colin Byrne...Fifteen years earlier,
Sugar Beth had tried to ruin his career. Now he's rich, powerful, and the owner of her old home. Even worse, this
modern-day dark prince is planning exactly the sort of revenge best designed to bring a beautiful princess to her
knees. But none of them have reckoned on the unexpected strength of a woman who's learned survival the hard way.
Ain't She Sweet? is a story of courage and redemption...of friendship and laughter...of love and the possibility of
happily-ever-after.
Just Imagine Aug 15 2021 Two hard-headed, passionate people . . . Two stubborn opponents with tender souls . . .
Sometimes wars of the heart can only be won through the sweetest of surrenders. The War Between the States may
be over for the rest of the country, but not for Kit Weston. Disguised as a boy, she's come to New York City to kill

Baron Cain, the man who stands between her and Risen Glory, the South Carolina home she loves. But unknown to
Kit, the Yankee war hero is more than her bitterest enemy—he's also her guardian. And he'll be a lot harder to kill
than she's figured on . . . Believing that Kit's a boy, Cain offers the grubby rapscallion a job in his stable. But he has
no idea what he's in for, and it's not long before the hero of Missionary Ridge discovers the truth. His scamp of a
stable boy is a strong-willed, violet-eyed beauty who's hell-bent on driving him crazy.
Life of Pi Nov 06 2020 "Life of Pi will make you believe in the power of theatre" (Times). After a cargo ship sinks
in the middle of the vast Pacific Ocean, there are five survivors stranded on a lifeboat - a hyena, a zebra, an
orangutan, a Royal Bengal tiger, and a sixteen year-old boy named Pi. Time is against them, nature is harsh, who
will survive? Based on one of the most extraordinary and best-loved works of fiction - winner of the Man Booker
Prize, selling over fifteen million copies worldwide - and featuring breath-taking puppetry and state-of-the-art
visuals, Life of Pi is a universally acclaimed, smash hit adaptation of an epic journey of endurance and hope.
Adapted by acclaimed playwright Lolita Chakrabarti, this edition was published to coincide with the West End
premiere in November 2021.
Match Me If You Can Aug 27 2022 Anabelle Granger endeavors to promote her grandmother's matchmaking
business by landing sports agent Heath Champion as a client, an effort that is challenged by Heath's arrogant nature
and Annabelle's own unexpected feelings.
Lady Be Good Mar 10 2021 A British Lady Lady Emma Wells-Finch, the oh-so-proper headmistressof England's
St. Gertrude's School for Girls, is a woman on a mission—she has two weeks to lose her reputation. Arriving in
Texas with skirts flying, umbrella pointing, and beautiful mouth issuing orders, she knows only one thing will save
her from losing everything she holds dear: complete and utter disgrace! A Texas Rascal World-famous playboyathlete Kenny Traveler has kickedup his boot heels one too many times, and now he's suspended from the sport he
loves. Only one thing will restore his career:complete and utter respectability! Unfortunately, he's been blackmailed
into chauffeuring bossy, single-minded Lady Emma, and she's hell-bent on visiting honkytonks,chasing down tattoo
parlors, and worse.. lots worse. Love, All-American Style When a gorgeous man who can't afford another scandal
meets a hardheaded woman who's determined to cause one, anything can happen. But love? Oh, dear. That's
impossible.That's outrageous. That's... Inevitable!
Fancy Pants Mar 30 2020 Handsome, brew-guzzling American Dallas Beaudine encounters British playgirl
Francesca Day on a backwoods English lane, and the two discover a chemistry that allows their respective natures-akin to oil and water--to mix. Reprint. 25,000 first printing.
Breathing Room Sep 23 2019 Join the New York Times bestselling author on a journey to the sun-washed hills of
Tuscany. Another sexy, wonderful, contemporary love story with all the heart, wisdom, and wit that have made
Susan Elizabeth Phillips the gold standard for women's fiction. Dr. Isabel Favor, author of Four Cornerstones for a
Favorable Life, has sacrificed everything to build her self-help empire. Then, in a matter of weeks, it all comes
crashing down. She loses her money to an unscrupulous accountant, her fiancé to a frumpy older woman, and her
reputation to headlines denouncing her as a fraud. America's diva of self-help soon discovers she can fix everyone's
life but her own. Broke, heartsick, and soul-weary, she heads for Italy in search of a little breathing room. Lorenzo
Gage makes his living killing people... on the silver screen, that is. He's viciously handsome and sublimely talented.
But as he begins his vacation in Italy, he's also vaguely dissatisfied. Being a villain with a face to die for has its
rewards, but he hates the feeling that everything he's neglected in life is catching up with him. Then he spots Isabel
sipping a glass of wine in a sidewalk café. A good guy wouldn't think of seducing such a tidy-looking woman... but
he'd never seen the fun in playing the hero. It doesn't take long for Isabel to realize she's escaped one kind of chaos
only to be plunged into another. Even the shelter of a simple stone farmhouse nestled in a Tuscan olive grove can't
provide her with the refuge she needs—not when the townspeople are scheming to drive her away, and her plan to
restore her reputation has come up empty. And especially not when the man who deceived her refuses to leave her in
peace. Breathing Room is a book for any woman who's dreamed of wandering through a vineyard, of lazing under
the Tuscan sky, or of reforming a deliciously wicked man. This is a story of hope and renewal, of love and
redemption when it's needed the most. Sometimes it takes a special place... a special love... a little breathing room...
for life to deliver all its glorious promise.
The Daily Show (The Book) Oct 17 2021 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete, uncensored history of
the award-winning The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by its correspondents, writers, and host. For almost
seventeen years, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly redefined the borders between television comedy,
political satire, and opinionated news coverage. It launched the careers of some of today's most significant
comedians, highlighted the hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys. Now the show's behind-the-scenes
gags, controversies, and camaraderie will be chronicled by the players themselves, from legendary host Jon Stewart
to the star cast members and writers-including Samantha Bee, Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus
some of The Daily Show's most prominent guests and adversaries: John and Cindy McCain, Glenn Beck, Tucker
Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the reader behind the curtain for all the show's highlights, from its

origins as Comedy Central's underdog late-night program to Trevor Noah's succession, rising from a scrappy jester
in the 24-hour political news cycle to become part of the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for not only
comedy but also commentary, with a reputation for calling bullshit and an ability to effect real change in the world.
Through years of incisive election coverage, passionate debates with President Obama and Hillary Clinton, feuds
with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative takes on Wall Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural
touchstone. Now, for the first time, the people behind the show's seminal moments come together to share their
memories of the last-minute rewrites, improvisations, pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments of Zen both on and
off the set of one of America's most groundbreaking shows.
Hot Shot Sep 16 2021 Severed from her family and everything familiar for following her heart, former San
Francisco socialite Susannah Faulconer finds herself learning lessons in survival and having to choose between
charismatic visionary Sam and troubled corporate genius Mitch. Reissue.
The Coincidence of Coconut Cake Jun 20 2019 You’ve Got Mail meets How to Eat a Cupcake in this delightful
novel about a talented chef and the food critic who brings down her restaurant—whose chance meeting turns into a
delectable romance of mistaken identities. In downtown Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Lou works tirelessly to build her
beloved yet struggling French restaurant, Luella’s, into a success. She cheerfully balances her demanding business
and even more demanding fiancé…until the morning she discovers him in the buff—with an intern. Witty yet gruff
British transplant Al is keeping himself employed and entertained by writing scathing reviews of local restaurants in
the Milwaukee newspaper under a pseudonym. When an anonymous tip sends him to Luella’s, little does he know
he’s arrived on the worst day of the chef’s life. The review practically writes itself: underdone fish, scorched sauce,
distracted service—he unleashes his worst. The day that Al’s mean-spirited review of Luella’s runs, the two cross
paths in a pub: Lou drowning her sorrows, and Al celebrating his latest publication. As they chat, Al playfully
challenges Lou to show him the best of Milwaukee and she’s game—but only if they never discuss work, which Al
readily agrees to. As they explore the city’s local delicacies and their mutual attraction, Lou’s restaurant faces
closure, while Al’s column gains popularity. It’s only a matter of time before the two fall in love…but when the
truth comes out, can Lou overlook the past to chase her future? Set in the lovely, quirky heart of Wisconsin, The
Coincidence of Coconut Cake is a charming love story of misunderstandings, mistaken identity, and the power of
food to bring two people together. And don’t forget to check out Amy E. Reichert’s fun new novel The Simplicity of
Cider, available now!
Smooth Talking Stranger Nov 25 2019 Living a life of pleasure and zero commitments, millionaire Texas playboy
Jack Travis confronts responsibility for the first time in his life when an enraged aunt and the abandoned infant of
one of Jack's former lovers appears on his doorstep.
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